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Abstract

The most important work, the precursor to all generational studies is Mannheim's "The problem

of generations". The work puts forward not a biological explanation to age cohorts having certain

outlooks on life, but rather that it is lived experiences and life events at a certain period in one's

life that shapes a person's outlook for their life. These critical years are given more attention in

Amy Corning and Howard Schuman's work in both "Generational Memory and the Critical

Period" and "Generations and Collective Memory". Both works aimed to test Mannheim's

original proposal through a series of surveys of several countries on events. On average, the

participants found that the "critical period" for generational defining events rated events within

the said critical period as more important than events outside the "critical period", on average.

This essay reanalyzes the “critical period” and generational attitudes based on this thesis

research’s findings from an in-depth interview in Miami. The data suggest and from in-field

observation that firstly the “critical period” is more flexible and less set in stone than previously

thought. This reevaluation comes from ethnographic data that suggests sufficiently noteworthy

events can greatly alter one’s perception of events normally within the “critical period”. In this

case study, the historical event in question is the Cuban Revolution and Fidel Castro’s

administration. Also covered in this essay are collective experiences that can be the foundation

of communities despite physical barriers to come together (Anderson 1983). The case study for

this section is the cultural tourism of Cuban Americans and significant landmarks such as the

Freedom Tower.
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Preface

This preface was made to ensure the clarity of what I was thinking at the time of starting

this essay, it is largely not representative of the final product of the essay. In this thesis’s

organization, what would have followed after the semi-structured interviews would have been an

analysis of the ethnographic data to quantify what was learned. Following the methodology used

by Corning and Schuman in “Generations and Collective Memory”(2015), a series of interviews

would then have been compiled by age cohort and topic covered. However, due to both being

unable to conduct interviews on a large scale and collect any data in the Houston region, this

presented an issue with my initial methodology to be more quantitative in my approach. Due to

outstanding circumstances surrounding the ethnographic section of this essay, one missed

opportunity was the missing Houston in-person segment. I did not receive any confirmation from

any organization to conduct in-person interviews with anyone, nor was I fortunate enough to

stumble across them during my travels throughout Houston.

The original intention of studying within Houston was, first, ease of access as that’s

where I live, but more importantly, as a means to investigate the differing history between the

two Cuban communities. The two cities, Miami and Houston, were both destinations for Cuban

migration, but at different times and under different, although not wholly different,

circumstances. The aim would be to see any discrepancy between commemoration, generational

attitudes, and collective memories. I had hypothesized that the differing circumstances, primarily

that the first set of Cuban refugees that landed primarily in Miami would think of themselves as

temporary exiles. In contrast, arrivals to Houston, at least on a scale to truly establish as a

community, would have the forethought of (at the time) knowing that Castro was still alive and

mostly in charge of Cuba at the time. As such there may be differences in commemoration and
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remembrance, I hypothesized at the time that because of the communities’ diverging histories

that these conceptions of how these two communities would then carry out commemoration and

remembrance would be different. Primarily, I hypothesized, the difference in Miami would be

more defiant as more Cubans entered the United States with the assumption that the Cuban

Revolution would quickly crumble. When it didn’t there was a defiant recreation of Cuban

culture. The Houston group would then have knowledge that Castro’s Cuba would stay as it is,

and as such there would be more of a recreation of familiarity with Cuban culture.

On a related note to collecting quantitative data, one flaw in this approach is the

semi-structured interview style in gaining the data in the first place. The semi-structured, as

opposed to fully structured in the form of an in-person questionnaire, is reliant on the interviewee

recalling information that may be quantified. The first barrier to the quantification of

ethnographic data with a semi-structured interview is what may be too wide of a breadth of

information. Interviews may be too broad in that what is considered “important” varies among

interviewees, and as such may include information that may not be entirely relevant to the

context of this senior honors thesis.

Another issue with acquiring quantitative methodology is the lack of, and possibly even

the ability to gather, quantitative data. Firstly, by the nature of in-person interviews, my ability to

gather a substantial amount of ethnographic data is limited by the number of people that are

interviewed. There is only so much time in a day, and in my case very limited in my time in the

field, in particular with my circumstances of only having one week within the ethnographic field,

to conduct any large-scale interviews or to pull from observations over a long period of time

largely due to costs. Whereas collecting more quantitative data would have consisted of less

in-depth methods, such as large-scale questionnaires. In contrast to the ethnographic data I did
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collect, it would be extraordinarily difficult to do both in-depth interviews to obtain a substantial

amount of ethnographic data and to scale this project up to perhaps around a few hundred people

within the small timeframe I am given. This is a bottleneck for the breadth of what could be

collected from the ethnographic data.

The final issue with quantitative data came about when none of the organizations I had

contacted for in-person visitations gave me a return call or email for any visits to the location.

This was planned to get more in-depth interviews with more people in a shorter period by having

organizations gather volunteers from the Cuban community. But more importantly, this would

seemingly go against my original intention behind my interview process. My interview process

would be, as reasonably as possible, to allow the interviewee to guide the interview, what they

say would be what is initially recalled, usually events or objects of significant importance to a

person or group of people. The aim of this thought process was not to coax out what I thought

would be the culture I was trying to study from where I thought it would be, but rather for culture

to present itself as it is with people contributing initial thoughts to any given subject matter. I

wanted to eliminate or largely scale down potential bias that might arise when I ask myself about

what I think about a given culture and what I might expect and try to find it. This process of

wanting to escape “going out and finding culture”, as one way of thinking about it, is directly at

odds with trying to conduct interviews with organizations I feel are representative of the culture I

seek to study.

In discussing these methodologies and challenges, I hope to be open about what this

thesis is and is not. It is not a full in-depth study of cubanidad in all its forms, and it suggests an

avenue for future a more in-depth study.
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Introduction

With this senior honors thesis, I aim to explore national identity, collective memory, and

generational memory. The main focus of this case study with Cuban/Cuban Americans in Miami

is to study the very contingent and particular nature of memories and thought patterns about

self-identity. Largely drawing on relevant insights from Mannheim, generations are specific age

cohorts defined by the major events that happened within a specific timeframe during a particular

age cohort. This significant event of interest for this honors thesis is the many political exiles

from Cuba who left anytime following the Cuban Revolution given the static state of the Castro

administration of Cuba. What marked these events was the thought that it was initially

temporary, not permanent. Where this ties into collective memory is how significant this event is

to the age cohort that arrived in the United States at the time, a major disruption in everyday life

that resulted in a major realignment in how this age cohort would think of itself. The arrival of

this age cohort would attempt to recreate the culture of Cuba within Miami, the act of doing so

can be understood as a deliberate attempt at remembering. This would result in an attitude of

“remembrance”, even commemoration, of what was lost, so to speak. Firstly, being exiled from

Cuba served as the main event and the reconstruction project was the consequence of being

exiled from Cuba.

History

The first wave of “exiles” from 1959 to 1962 consisted of around 250,000 Cubans from

Cuba to the United States (Clark 1975), the primary push factor for these “exiles” as they

referred to themselves. Here in this instance, it should be clarified that what I initially assumed

and perhaps any reader of this paper would assume upon first thinking about this group of people
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is that they thought of themselves as political exiles rather than, say, refugees or migrants. The

emphasis on exiles is because these people thought of themselves as merely temporary visitors to

the US (Garcia 1996). The composition of this first group of Cubans arriving in the US consisted

of a diverse group, people from backgrounds such as former members of Batista’s regime to

former revolutionaries who aided Castro in overthrowing Batista (Fagen, Brody, and Leary

1968). However, the largest common denominator between these groups of exiles aside from

fleeing from Cuba between 1959 and 1973 was the acknowledgment that what is currently

happening would be a temporary affair. The pervading thought among this group of exiles was to

eventually return to Cuba, hopefully with the prospect that Cuba would be in a better place and

that Castro’s administration would be over. The thought among this wave of exiles was one,

initially, of continued allegiance and nationality to Cuba while, essentially, abroad in the United

States.

Thus among this particular wave of exiles, there was not an attitude nor a desire to

integrate into American culture, at the time (Garcia 1996), as it was not on the minds of the

exiles from 1959 to 1973, as there seemed to be little need to do so as it was thought that

Castro’s Cuba would end on itself one way or another. This attitude of not integrating into larger

American culture culminated in its final form during the Bay of Pigs from 1960 to 1962. Outside

of the larger understanding of the Bay of Pigs within the context of the Cold War, to the Cuban

exiles was the event that would be the end of exile for them. This final push by the United States

government was seen as the invasion effort that would end the Castro government. As history

would play out, however, this would not be the case, while there were hopes for another attempt,

there would not be one. In addition, this wave of exiles, however, would be the first of several

major migrations from Cuba to the United States as several more would follow.
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The next wave of exiles would take place between 1965 and 1973 when Castro

announced that he would allow for reunification with any Cuban who had relatives who had

made it to the United States previously. This next wave would be coined the “Freedom Flights”.

Among those who left, most(possibly) differed from the first wave as there was far less of the

professional/managerial class and far more of the working class in the composition of those on

board the freedom flights (Pedraza-Bailey 1985). This was largely due to the somewhat

collaborative effort between the United States and Cuba, but also because of the help from the

Cuban-American (what we would at the time now call Cuban-American, perhaps at the time

some might have still referred to themselves as solely Cuban) community that had established

itself in the years prior from exiles that migrated during the Cuban Revolution (and earlier labor

migrants that even came to the United States even earlier than either group) that spearheaded the

effort of contributing boats to getting people into the United States and reuniting relatives

(Newsweek 1980).

The following wave of exiles would be the Mariel Boatlift. The initial catalyst of this

boatlift was the relaxing of travel restrictions, and thus allowing those previously exiled, to enter

Cuba as tourists. Many of them had been out of Cuba for decades at this point and their exile was

once thought of as previously only temporary until Castro’s government fell. This reunification

would trigger a sudden spur by Cuban residents seeing their relatives return and the prospect of

remaining permanently with them within the United States caused a large swath of Cubans to up

and leave Cuba. A joint international effort was formed to take on the Cubans who gathered at

the Peruvian Embassy in search of political asylum. Up to and including crashing a bus through

the front gate to enter the embassy (New York Times 1979). Culminating in a total of around 125

thousand Cubans leaving Cuba during the Mariel Boatlift (Bowen 1980). Of those who left
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Cuba, Castro remarked that he was glad to be done with people who seemed not to have the

aptitude for the revolution. In essence another large exile of Cubans.

With all these exiles and emigration out of Cuba, there is a persistent theme of forcible or

hasty leaving of Cuba. The “exile” became a large part of the Cuban exile (and perhaps later

Cuban American) mythos and understanding of Cubanidad, especially among earlier exiles who

initially swore never to return to Cuba under the Castro government, with all intents to return one

day once the government had ended. And how later exiles would leave to reunite with relatives

who had left in previous decades.

Background/Previous works

What I argue then is that there are certain age cohorts, in a Mannheimian sense, for whom

“important events” greatly influence how certain generations view themselves and their outlook

on life (Mannheim 1927). The question then follows as to what causes these developments in age

cohorts to recognize the importance of certain events and to whom these events are such

generational-defining events. The most likely cause for certain events affecting different age

cohorts at certain ages, rather than merely being alive for certain events, is the significance of

“critical periods” in the life span of a person. Drawing from Corning and Schuman (2015), these

“critical periods” are events by which generational-defining events are remembered and

conceptualized. These ages, usually from 10 to 30 years old, are what was recorded by Corning

and Schuman in “Generations and Collective Memory”(2015) as the most vital for events and

ages 10 to 30. These events were recorded as being far more likely than other age cohorts to be

thought of as greatly significant than both how later or earlier age cohorts think of these

significant events. In addition, the specific age cohorts would rate other events as less significant.
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There is a degree of spillover and overlap, certain events can be seen as important even if it falls

out of the “critical period”.

This becomes significant to my undergraduate research because I wish to study the

collective memory of these Cubans/Cuban Americans in terms of whether, the extent to which,

why, and how they think of themselves as Cuban or American. The age of these Cuban

Americana will be a rough and admittedly imprecise measurement of belonging to an age cohort.

Due to the nature of the formation of age cohorts, it is primarily an ”in-hindsight” phenomenon.

As ages vary, quite considerably in certain circumstances given both the age range of 10-30 and

the perception of “significant historic events”. Here, for significant I will be using William

Sewell’s definition from “Logic of History”(2005) as events both recognized as such and with

ramifications of structures, there can be a sense of definition among age cohorts that experience

the same historic events only after the matter. The defining of generations and generational

attitudes is thus a matter of experiencing historical events within a certain “critical period” and

not a matter solely of age. However, it will provide insight as the very first exiles of Cubans to

Miami and other places in the United States who initially did not think their stay in the United

States would be long-term or for the rest of their lives. The time in the United States was seen as

transitory, initially for people who made the first series of boat lifts to the United States, as such

they of thought themselves initially not as refugees or migrants, but as exiles. I hypothesize that

this first age cohort of the first series of boat lifts is an event of major significance as it is within

the definition of being was a significant event. However, there may be spillover as other age

cohorts, both younger and older than the normal 10-30 critical period age, may regard the event

as significant to be remembered. As accounted for by Corning and Schuman (2015), there is a
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degree to which this event can be seen as greatly significant, but outside the age cohort critical

period age group.

This undergraduate thesis will also delve into the specifics of how exactly

commemoration and remembering of being Cuban are thought of across generations. Following

the previous segment, this framework will draw on Paul Connerton’s “How Societies

Remember” (1989). The primary idea I am borrowing from Connerton is the idea of

commemorative memory, primarily that our experiences in the present are linked and colored by

how the past is remembered. In addition, Connerton writes that what is commemorated into

social memory of the past is then used to legitimize the present social order. While this paper

does not undertake an in-depth examination of the social order of Cuban Americans what is

relevant to this paper is the importance of commemoration and remembering plays into the

everyday lived experiences of culture. Although what was left unexamined by Connerton’s work

is the variation within remembering, primarily within a divide between commemoration and

nostalgia, commemoration follows Connerton’s approach to social memory, in that there is a

need to celebrate/perform in public an image of the past to the present. Notably, commemoration

can happen, although not always, among other age cohorts as the act of commemorating a

memory of the past when it is instilled within the larger culture. A memory is preserved among

the people who continually remember it (Halbwachs 1925). Whereas nostalgia is almost

exclusive to one or a few age cohorts, rather than commemoration, which seeks to keep a social

memory present for future generations and the larger social order among all age cohorts present.

Nostalgia then is specific; it’s a phenomenon in which an age cohort seeks to recreate a past, this

differs from commemoration because it isn’t something by which to remember the past, but the

past being recreated in the present (Dorst 1989). In short, commemoration is the past being
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remembered and nostalgia is the past being recreated. While both are enactments of, oftentimes,

social memory in the past, the two differ greatly in intent.

Where this distinction becomes important in my honors thesis is what I hypothesized can

be observed in older age cohorts of Cuban Americans, particularly in Miami where many of the

initial series of boat lifts from Cuba to the United States were headed. This first set of initial

refugees or exiles, as they referred to themselves as such, from day one had no initial plan to

assimilate into US culture. At the time, these Cuban exiles had thought of their fleeing from

Castro’s Cuba during the revolution as a temporary affair. As a result, with no plans to remain in

the US at the time and later the eventuality of having to remain in the United States for

seemingly an indefinite amount of time, this age cohort of Cubans then turned inward and

decided to rebuild Cuban culture within their new home. This development from initially waiting

to return home from exile to rebuilding what could be a “Little Havana” of Cuban culture leads

me to hypothesize that this commemoration is nostalgic in origin for this age cohort. The culture

being commemorated for this age cohort is primarily a reconstruction of the past, an attempt to

build off what they remember it. It differs from social memory in Connerton’s sense in that it

may partially be a remembering of the past to explain current attitudes, yet differs significantly

because it is motivated by recreation rather than purely commemoration. It is less a celebration

and remembrance of the past, in a traditional sense, but more of a continuation of the past,

similar to what John Dorst observed in his (1989) ethnography of Chadd Fords and its traditions

as continuation of the past through traditions. In addition, I hypothesized that commemoration of

a social memory that is more in line with Connerton’s writing will be present among younger age

cohorts of Cuban Americans. The commemoration by the older age cohorts and the creation of a

“Little Havana” is nonetheless a commemoration of the past in part to pass along the culture of
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Cuba to successive generations. This I believe will have younger age cohorts taking on Cuban

culture as a remembering of the past. A connection to the past of their ancestry. This age cohort

takes on a more celebrative remembering and commemorating of Cuban culture. I believed this

is in large part because of efforts made by previous age cohorts, the efforts to recreate, thus

instilling a sense of cubanidad in later generations.

Methodology

Most of the honors thesis consisted of data analyzed from my findings based on in-person

interviews conducted in Miami with plans to conduct similar interviews in the Houston region,

the latter of which did not proceed as outlined in the limitations section. My original reason for

planning on interviewing in these two regions was the diverging history these two locations have

as to how and when they received Cuban refugees, the attitude towards the initial exile/refugee

status, and potentially differing, especially later, age cohort attitudes towards their own

Cubanidad. The two cities took in refugees at different times, Miami took in refugees and

migrants at the height of the Cold War and the start of the Castro administration, whereas

Houston primarily only started taking in Cuban refugees in large numbers in later decades

following the lifts to Miami. What was expected in this diverging history is a distinct change in

attitude. I expected to find in these in-person interviews far more of a commemorative and

nostalgic attitude towards Cuba among both older and Miami people, in simpler terms a variation

in commemoration and nostalgia over different times and places.

The methodology consisted of semi-structured, in-person interviews. These

semi-structured interviews aim to both give the interviewee the freedom to express whatever

may be on their mind and their responses to particular questions. The semi-structured format will
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involve a series of guiding questions that are large in scope to the interviewee such as “What are

major/important events in your life?”.

The goal was to gauge the interviewees’ responses far more than simply answering

questions related to their lives. What is important to this senior honors thesis is not a simple

census, but a thick description (Geertz 1973) of the person’s life. However, important to the

semi-structured nature, questions for the interviews such as “What are major/important events in

your life?”, were meant to guide the conversation into a discussion or elaboration relevant to the

ethnographic inquiry I seek with in-person interviews. Semi-structured interviews thus fulfilled

the need of this honors thesis. The guiding questions, of which there may be few to allow more

information to be gathered about a person’s particular experiences, will be used to peruse

relevant information as to what the interviewees view as important. What is considered important

for a person to recall often will be the first thing recalled and in more vivid detail than less

important or relevant events Mannheim (1952). Memories that can be recalled on a moment’s

notice and easily are memories that have a significant placement within a person’s conscious

mind. Thus it is critical that to study important events, interviews must center on the

interviewee’s initial recollection of events that they recall as significant and to avoid imposing

what the interviewer may think of as important information (Corning and Schuman 2015).

Finally, this thesis will include ethnographic data from observations made while in the

ethnographic field. While some form of putting myself into the ethnographic field is necessary, I

have to be within a place where culture occurs. In order to study it, however, I intend to

minimize the impact of bias within my work. I also tried to minimize my impact by trying to

contact people within regular suburbs, but only found that I obtained little to no reciprocation for

in-person interviews. But as things worked out the manner in which they did with me not
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receiving any contact from the organizations I wished to collaborate with, ultimately, I hope this

demonstrates the thought process of how I went about conducting research within the field and

on a larger whole how we think about what counts as evidence we consider “relevant” to an

ethnographic study. As it’s not as though I learned nothing from not being able to work with

several Cuban American organizations, rather I had to turn my attention to the seemingly

innocuous within the fieldwork, primarily from what is usually considered part of the tourism

industry in Miami.

Challenges

An issue I may encounter comes from measuring and interpreting, in either a quantitative

or qualitative measure, cubanidad itself. The Cuban communities of both Houston and Miami

were both from instances of sudden upheaval and the decision to move was far more politically

motivated than other migrations. A great many decided to leave Cuba in protest of Castro’s

government. And a major project following leaving Cuba was a rebuilding of Cuban culture

within their, now, new permanent homes, while some had previously thought that the United

States would only be a temporary stay before the anticipated fall of the Castro government. As a

result, traditions and customs, such as speaking Spanish, weren’t only customs, but now also

became a definitive expression of their ancestry and home country. Where the issue arises in this

newfound idea of remembrance and recreation of culture is a distinct culture from the original. It

is a recreation of the past through the knowledge of exile from their homeland. It may well be a

fact that Cuban culture in the United States diverged from Cuban culture in Cuba. This is another

issue of this honors thesis: any lack of follow-up with the culture of Cuba itself from which

cubanidad in the United States derives. It is a challenge because I cannot directly observe for

myself the specific customs and traditions that give a sense of remembrance and
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commemoration, whereas in Cuba it may not be as widely celebrated or is entirely different. It is

a limitation I am accepting for both time and budget reasons. It is a

challenge that I will leave for possible future research.

.
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What I learned

When I started my research, to be candid, I found less of the in-depth data than I had

anticipated when starting my fieldwork. There was little in the way of commemorating

cubanidad or any such Cuban identity, in identifiable amounts to be considered significant.

There are various reasons I offer for why this might be. Primarily I was limited by budget and

thus by time. I only had enough money for a week-long trip and as such had little to no time to

experience much of Cuban American culture in either Houston or Miami.

Normally ethnographic data is collected over a comparatively long period of time to what

I was able to collect, this time being a period of 6 months to 1 year to even several years, at times

even going on re-visit trips back to the ethnographic scene. I, however, did not have the luxury of

this time scale for either community, I had my obligations. As such I could not gain the same

connections normally created upon writing a full ethnography.

Similarly, I did not make or have any previous connections to Miami to make myself

familiar with the fieldwork. The week-long stay in Miami, an unfamiliar place to me upon

visiting, remained unfamiliar to me upon leaving. Aside from the one person I could gain an

in-depth interview with, I did not become as socially integrated into the community as much as I

would have if I conducted longer-term fieldwork. I was fortunate to be able to conduct my

fieldwork and interviews in English. Spanish was a commonly used language in the areas I

surveyed, however, English was more widely used.

On a related note to ideas of integrating into a community, I am left with rethinking what

exactly constitutes a “community” in the “developed” world. In these large-scale societies, in

capitalist liberal democracies, there isn’t a concept of a clan or tribe. Rather, there are, more or

less, atomized family units cohabitating next to other atomized family units For instance, how
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well do people in a given area constitute a community? Is it living in the same area that gives

people a feeling of connectedness that otherwise wouldn’t be there? Is it the shared similar

experiences of minority communities that give them a sense of, well, community? All these

questions in addition to what exactly are the mechanisms by which a sense of togetherness is

shared. It isn’t a simple question of a community that knows each other for necessary, everyday

services and/or immediate family, more so a collection one sees themselves as a group they

“belong” to. An interesting question is then, why? Why create such identities?

My first impressions of Miami, whether they were Cuban American centers or not I am

not entirely certain. I stayed at a hostel, just one mile (thirty-minute walk) from the titled

“freedom tower”. While it was closed for repairs during my time in Miami, it however would

have been a tourist attraction. The short story behind the titular freedom tower is that despite

what initially appeared to be a Spanish/Portuguese design with colonial era cornices, but to be

accurate is a Mediterranean renaissance revival architecture style, the now-named freedom tower

was constructed in 1925 as a contemporary art museum. Here I think is the general theme for the

ethnographic field data. The distinction between remembrance and later commemoration. The

now-called freedom tower in Miami got recognition during, most notably, the initial migration of

Cubans to the United States in the 1960s. The freedom tower would then de facto be a refugee

processing center for incoming Cubans. The freedom tower would, from then on, be a symbol for

incoming Cubans for further mass migrations to the United States, up to and including being

dressed in red light upon Castro’s death in 2016.

Perhaps then starting this ethnography at the freedom tower is an apt metaphor as this

tower was initially a newspaper printing location and later reinterpreted as a symbol of

Cuban-Americans as a whole, there isn’t a real concrete critical period for developing generation
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attitudes. As soon to be seen with the in-person interview, a very critical period, the Bay of Pigs,

was a significant event that deeply shaped his outlook on life yet occurred outside the normally

expected critical period. Another issue here is a reexamination of how communities maintain a

sense of identity in the contemporary era. Especially one more dispersed and confined to

suburbs, there is less of a sense of “us” in a physical sense. I think migrant communities offer an

interesting exploration of this concept.

Critical Period

Ultimately, this ethnography is a reexamination of Mannheim’s proposed idea of a

“critical period” Mannheim (1928) in that there is a period within every person’s life, and that of

everyone in their specific age cohort, between roughly the ages of 18-30 years old. Defining

features of this period of time greatly influences a particular age cohort’s outlook on life. The

key to this is the particular age range being old enough so that the person is aware and can fully

comprehend the major world events that they witness yet are young enough so that the event (or

events) experienced by the age cohort are often the most impactful due to a combination of adult

having people within this age range be fully aware and process impactful events and the relative

impression from the relative scale compared to both their life preceding and forward. Events

happening relatively early on feel more impactful, as it takes up an apparent larger portion of

one’s life due to it occurring early in life. Major events preceding the “critical period” are either

not remembered or not fully understood and perhaps only thought of as recontextualized by the

fallout of such events, but they have little personal impact on forming attitudes in age cohorts.

Major events succeeding the “critical period” have the other major events, yet appear much

smaller in relative comparison due to occurring later in life when more events are in a person’s

life. These later events feel less important, and thus have less impact, because there, for lack of a
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better term; is more life that they have lived, essentially each proceeding year feels smaller in

comparison to previous years. These more impactful years thus have more impact because the

year they occurred feels longer than succeeding years Corning and Schuman (2015).

This became apparent with my life-history interview, the one I am most grateful for. The

person who wishes to remain anonymous will henceforth be referred to as “Taniqua” and agreed

to tell me of their life-history. The interview was fairly unstructured, particularly in hindsight,

largely due to the interest in giving the interviewee a chance to fill in the details, to be the one

guiding the conversation forward. I only guided the conversation a few times, primarily at the

beginning of the interview to ensure the interview was as accommodating to the interviewee as

possible. It is my opinion that the interviewee should be in control of interviews in certain cases,

particularly with their life-history. The primary aim would be for the person being interviewed to

parse out relevant information that they deemed important and relevant to their life, while also

remaining unintrusive. Of importance is the information they shared would be of their own

volition, as the structure of letting them guide the interview would minimize intrusive questions.

The secondary aim of allowing interviewees to guide the interview is also to gauge historical

events that they deemed important to recall. Events, or any memory, that can be recalled first are

usually remembered as important and/or worth remembering. This makes intuitive sense, what is

relevant to an individual will be the first to be recalled or among the easiest to be recalled. (This

is currently an assumption I made for the interview, and may not be true. More research may

need to be done on whether “first to be recalled” memories are indeed the most significant and/or

important to a person although a similar method was used in questionnaires in “Collective

Memories and Generations” by Corning and Schuman (2015) for similar reasons). As a result,

this would be a gauge of cultural memory, the importance by which would be seen by what
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specifically was recalled or deemed important in a person’s life. While this may not have been as

useful a tool as it implied at scale with many people filling out a questionnaire, it does however

give qualitative data to individual people for what historical events became important. Put a pin

in that in “become important”, it’ll become relevant later. “Taniqua” was very elderly, and the

timeline for events would put their current age at around late 80s to early 90s, and they had been

living in a retirement center for some time with their spouse in Miami.

The interview started with both our introductions and a notice about how the interview

would be anonymous. The interview started calmly at first with their early adulthood in Cuba.

Taniqua detailed how they trained to be an electrical engineer at the University of Havana. Then

they went to work abroad, their first destination was New York City doing electrical work for the

United Nations. They outlined how they were multilingual, speaking French, English, and

Spanish, which made it easy for them to work abroad on electrical projects.

Of interest, as Tanquia recalled, slightly later in the interview but chronologically before

working with the United Nations,  was knowing of Fidel Castro during their time studying at the

University of Havana, which I was able to corroborate at a later date as very likely, but

circumstantial as the timeframe for both attending University of Havana at similar years certainly

adds up, however, can not (as of writing) definitively verify that Taniqua was an alumnus at the

University of Havana. From there, described their encounters with Castro as rowdy and a very

disrespectful person, frequently using the term “son of a bitch” first in English and then later in

Spanish. Tanquia’s most important encounter, as it was frequently recalled in detail multiple

times throughout the interview, was during -from what I could gather-  a rally of some sort or just

a group of other students at the University of Havana where both Castro and Tanquia were in

attendance. What went down was Tanquia spoke up at Castro and a group of around 100
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students, denouncing, although precisely I cannot corroborate what activity Castro was involved

in, him as a “coward”, in English,  to the student group. This was recalled multiple times

throughout the interview as the start of what Tanquia would describe as a “fall” of Cuba into

Castro’s described ill character.

Reflecting on the first part of the interview, the focus on the early part of adulthood was

how it falls within the typical range of which Mannheim (1928) described as a “critical period”.

As Mannheim describes this critical period as the onset of early adulthood, typically a range

between 18 to 30 years of age, which from what I could corroborate is the age range from which

Taniqua relayed the above story in the interview. Emphasis should be placed on how this should

be, what's recalled the most about in a non-guided interview should be the most impactful period,

that is to say, most remembered. This period is, as previously stated, between ages that are

simultaneously young enough to be impressionable and old enough to be aware of what’s going

on and internalize the events. As a result, what I was expecting was this part of the interview, this

time frame relayed to me to be the bulk of the interview as it falls within the time frame of the

critical period. The period most impactful being the one to be most easily recalled and relayed

with little to no prompting, as was the intention of the interview. The interview, however, upon

reflection and reexamination, would not follow the format as I had assumed it would in how the

interview would go down. Even when accounting for the later development into social adulthood

that has occurred in the western world as proposed by Furstenberg(2000). Thus even with the

development of reaching “adulthood” at a later age, and thus shifting the “critical period” further

down the age range, this does not account for such a large discrepancy between the age range of

the “critical period” and the age Taniqua experienced these events. As soon described, the life

history will take a different turn from what was previously expected. It is with the rest of the
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interview of Taniqua that I wish to reexamine the critical period hypothesis originally proposed

by Mannheim and other thinkers of generations. Hopefully, the rest of the interview will shed

light on the formation of significant events and the shaping historical events can occur beyond

the originally proposed critical period of early adulthood.

The interview continued, and there was a certain shift in the atmosphere. Breaking the

usual method of trying to get the interviewee to talk and fill in the information about how they

lived their lives, I initiated a talk about what happened after Taniqua’s return to Cuba, after their

work with the United Nations. From what I recall, it involved leading questions about Cuba itself

and why they wished to return. The tone and subject matter shifted from a simple retelling of

their life up to quitting their job to work in Cuba, what had at that point been a series of facts

presented in a biographical and chronological style of presenting their life, to one that centered

on their attitudes about Cuba itself. This attitude was more nostalgic and reflective, more about

what they had thought about Cuba in that time up to roughly when Castro had overthrown the

previous regime. They had gone on to a recollection of Cuba as a place once of high promise. In

particular, as a place where young people would go with many aspirations, describing Cuba as a

young country in the sense that itself had many aspirations. The main point was that Cuba was a

place of great potential that now was lost, implying that this loss was the result of Castro’s

government. The exact details of what precisely was now gone under Castro’s Cuba were left

unclear, as were what was fondly looked back upon aside from the previously described youthful

country with great potential. What exactly it was that Castro did to Cuba, in Taniqua’s eyes, itself

was not described using terms such as “communism” or “socialism”. What seemed to be lost,

from what I can gather, was the loss of home. From Taniqua’s perspective, it would be Castro’s

takeover that would be the start of the feeling of loss of what they had previously thought of as
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their home country. This would seem to be the case given Castro’s previous characterization by

Taniqua during their time at the University of Havana as one of poor character, generally rowdy

and a coward. Thus it would seem that the end of Cuba’s potential was seen as a corruption in

character.

The interview then continued, and what followed was yet another shift, this time into a

recollection of events. Taniqua did not say she was at the Bay of Pigs, nor particularly aware of

the event transpiring as it happened. They did not say what they were thinking or doing at the

time, or even their attitude towards Castro’s government up until that point. Yet, during the

interview, they placed great emphasis on the event, not necessarily describing it, rather it was a

reflection of the events for a possible alternative that could have been. Taniqua, as to be

expected, gave a sympathetic light towards Brigade 2506, the guerilla fighters trained to lead a

counter-revolution on Castro’s government. Taniqua goes into great length, now in an angered

state, about then-President Kennedy calling off the air support to Brigade 2506, but stating that

Kennedy was urged many times by the people (who exactly was not mentioned during the

interview) within the navy that the invasion of Cuba was ready to proceed as usual. Taniqua

emphasized every instance Kennedy rebuffed the request from the people in charge of running

the Bay of Pigs operation to send in air support to Brigade 2506. Taniqua thus places the blame

for the failure of the Bay of Pigs upon Kennedy. Of note, through all this recollection during the

interview, none of the information relayed to me during the interview was information to an

ordinary person living in Cuba at the time. This recollection thus had to have been researched

after the fact, Taniqua was not part of Brigade 2506, the air support, or even Castro’s

Revolutionary Army. Yet the information was relayed to me, while I did not interject at the time

during the interview as the above information was presented (primarily because it felt
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inappropriate as it was a heavy subject matter for Taniqua). It was the knowledge that had

significant meaning to Taniqua, it was the most intense part of the interview. I believe this

warrants a reexamination of what counts as significant enough for a “critical period” and

memory.

The life history interview continued from there. After the failure of the Bay of Pigs,

Taniqua got a call from the Castro administration to help out the new government. Taniqua

refused to help out this new government, it was through refusing that Taniqua learned that they

were then ordered by the Castro administration to be executed. To avoid execution, they hid in

the Mexican embassy, where the Mexican ambassador rejected all pleas for asylum (Taniqua

remarked that the Mexican ambassador was an alleged communist). How Taniqua escaped then

was by having a friend in Colombia who at the time was Secretary of Foreign Relations. This

friend would then be able to call people on the higher up to give Taniqua asylum for them and

their family. From Mexico they then made their way to several places in the United States before

finally settling in Miami where I met them.

The interview aimed to learn about events in this person’s life that were significant, but

more importantly to hopefully let them recall what is a significant life event. This was the

thought process going into the interview, to let the interviewee be the guiding voice in their

significant life events. Expectations initially were that Taniqua’s idea of Cuba would be built

around experiences from when they were at the hypothesized age range which the “critical

period” falls under, 18-30 years of age. The initial plan was to find out what it was that people

thought of Cuba in their early adulthood, what would possibly be the foundation for what we

now think of as cubanidad. From what I could corroborate between the years given in the

interview with a rough outline of their age from the start of the interview (Taniqua was in their
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mid 80s to late 90s) that would put the first and second part of the interview at roughly the prime

range for the “critical period”. Thus the most significant, at least as thought of at the time, would

be their time at the University of Havana, then their work with the United Nations, and finally

their return to Cuba. Castro’s revolution would then be seen as, at the very least, either irrelevant

or at the tail end of the “critical period”.

However, that isn’t what I found. Most of the weighty stuff from the interview wasn’t

adventures had in the University of Havana or work abroad with the United Nations, it was

describing the Bay of Pigs counter-revolution that elicited the strongest reaction. A strong feeling

of anger for “what could have been” and the result of Castro continuing to remain in power. Even

the description of Taniqua’s time of remembering Cuba, the large driver of their nostalgia, loss,

and anger through the most weighty part of the interview, was largely skimped on the details of

what was lost in the first place. What instead was conveyed from their description of Cuba was

mostly a longing for “what could have been” for a described “young nation” briefly alluded to as

having great potential. Thus while Cuba is not a wholly empty concept in Taniqua’s descriptions

throughout the interview, it is however one that is incomplete. Perhaps incomplete because of my

interview skills, which I have made clear as being hands-off and letting the interviewee recall

what they believe to be the most relevant or can recall at a moment’s notice. While this might be

the case, Taniqua did get emotional when telling what was the making of the Bay of Pigs failure.

While there was a fit of anger for, as they suggest, incompetence and/or negligence to carry out

the mission properly, there was also grief at what they think of as a botched operation that kept

Castro in power. A grief that isn’t fully illustrated by what I could gather in the interview, and

instead is only heavily implied to be a great loss. I bring this up because there is a seeming gap

between the grief of the loss of Cuba and the lack of happy memories and associations with Cuba
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before Castro, who they believed ruined Cuba. Thus there were two Cuba’s in Taniqua’s

memory, the most prominent example could be seen when I pushed them on if they would return

to Cuba, a wholly paid-for expense trip with no repercussions for returning to a country that they

fled from. The answer was a surprising no, not just a no, but a “would rather be dead than

returned” response. Indeed, what exactly was so horrible that was put into place with Castro’s

Cuba was also not clear, but it seemingly marked the end for Cuba in Taniqua’s eye. There is

little given aside from the characterization of Castro as a sick person, a coward, and the later

attempt made on Taniqua’s life that caused them to flee, while heavy material and would

certainly leave a heavy impact on someone’s life, but that doesn’t fully satisfy the desire never to

return to Cuba and that it was forever ruined. Curiously this is a strong feeling of not wishing to

to even visit among older Cuban exiles as shown in a survey conducted by Guillerimo Grenier in

1991, where 83% of respondents over the age of 65 as well as 56% of those who left Cuba

between 1970 and 1979, both groups within the approximate range Taniqua is within, responded

that it was not likely that they would return to Cuba with travel restrictions lifted. Especially

when the corroborated earliest memories of Taniqua were in the “critical period”, it would seem

that there would be far more of a sense of loss for Cuba after having to flee their home country

which they spent the most impressionable part of their life on. This can also be further

corroborated when examining the group of exiles that left the country in the 1970 to 1979 era

once again in (Grenier 1991), this . Most telling is the previously mentioned 56% of this group

unwilling to return to Cuba, 53% opposing a dialogue between exiles, dissidents, and Cuban

government representatives, 89% in favor of increasing pressure on Cuba with further trade

embargos, and 78% in favor of continuing both no trade and no diplomatic realtions between the

US and Cuba. Selecting for this time frame for exiles out of Cuba is the closest to the timeframe
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which fits Taniqua’s interview. In addition, the Cubans who left between 1970-1979 could be a

range of ages that left Cuba in this time period as it focuses on a time period rather than age

group. These statistics appear to be in line with a group, although not the hardest line against any

negotiation or cooperation between the United States and Cuba, is nonetheless in favor of taking

hard stances of Cuba as it existed at the time of the survey in 1991. This group appears to be

mostly in line with Taniqua’s thinking of taking hard stances against Cuba as it currently exists.

Thus seems likely to be heavily influenced by the events that happened during this time period,

mainly the aftermath of the Cuban Revolution, regardless of age cohorts a person might have

belonged to during the 1970-1979 era.

The above description, however, relies on an assumption of the “critical period”. Mainly

that it is immutable, the attitudes are set in stone for that particular age cohort. What I am

proposing is that while 18-30 years of age is the most impressionable for defining the thoughts of

an age cohort, it is nearly not as immutable as it might be thought to be. Perhaps, from what I

have observed, the “critical period” for this interviewee and from other Cubans surveyed in

(Grenier 1991), at least, may instead be a mutable, though important, phase in a person’s life.

Firstly, from the interview, I do not believe that Taniqua fully contradicted anything put forward

by Mannheim and others. From the interview, there was nonetheless something about Cuba that

Taniqua remembered fondly, even if exact details upon first recollection were easily recalled. It

still provoked a feeling of loss nonetheless. Of interest is that it is mostly the seeming loss of

Cuba that seemed to shape Taniqua’s worldview, just as the theorized “critical period” is said to

do. But it falls outside the age bracket from what would reasonably be thought of as

impressionable years that normally constitutes the “critical period”, for Taniqua and possibly

many other in the 1970-1979 time frame. Yet the fleeing from Cuba isn’t a simple traumatic
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event, although it may shape one’s attitude, it is yet again outside of the age range of the “critical

period”. There is a conflict then between the age range of the typical critical period that is

theorized to be a large influence on age cohorts' attitudes and personal experience recalled and

perception of historical events as demonstrated from my interview. Thus I hypothesize that the

shaping of an age cohort that is the defining feature of a “critical period” is not as strict or rigid

as previously thought. Rather, the “critical period” heavily influences an age cohort’s outlook,

but it is not bound to the thoughts of the formative events and attitudes of the initial formation.

Then further events in life can heavily influence events within the “critical period”, the “critical

period” can thus serve as an anchor for all major thoughts, but can receive input from major

events. It serves largely then as a reference point throughout life, that point can then be changed

with new information as presented throughout a person’s life. Perhaps it is less “critical periods”

that are the dominant forms of creating generational attitudes, but more accurately described by

Robert Wohl (1979) in “The Generation of 1914” as “ruptures from the past”. In addition, with

how we think of historical events as significant because of the transformative nature that mark

historical events from Sewell’s (2005) “Logic of History”, perhaps it is the significance of events

that is a driver in generational attitudes, outside of the “critical period” range. We can see this in

the interview with the emotion Taniqua presents when discussing Kennedy’s action to halt air

reinforcement to Brigade 2506, there is little to no way that Taniqua could personally experience

this particular event, only after the fact. And yet, described the event with much the same

emotion as they had experienced it themselves, the same weight as a vitally important event that

would, at an earlier age, definitively be seen as part of the “critical period”. Thus the knowledge

of how the event played out colored the event that they had experienced in person, in this case,

the handling of the Bay of Pigs, influenced how they personally experienced the events in
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person. This knowledge then coincides with their previous impressions of Cuba during the

“critical period” and their later fleeing from Cuba then colors their perception of events that took

place and then helps us better understand exactly what is going on with the recollection being the

most emotional and heavy part of the interview. Furthermore, these new developments of the

“critical period” can then take on similar characteristics as the new anchoring point that the

“critical period” once fulfilled. The most revealing evidence can be seen with Taniqua stating

that they would rather be dead than return to Cuba under its current administration. While then

would have been a good time to do a follow-up question to then ask, “Under what circumstance

then would you deem good enough to consider returning to Cuba”, I sadly did not get the time to

do so. This detail becomes all the more interesting as there were instances of Cuba and the

United States allowing citizens to reunite and visit people on the island, so it is a very real

reaction and desire to want to return to Cuba even after once fleeing from it. In addition, Castro

died in 2016, and during the interview, the highlight was on Cuba being thought of as having

fallen from grace into something undesirable, so even under these circumstances where the head

figure for what went wrong was no longer alive was not a reason to view Cuba as desirable to

return to under Tanquia’s understanding. This can only really be understood as having a

deep-seated belief from an impactful event. It would seem that only something as deeply held as

the “critical period” would be the explanation for such a deeply held belief. With the “critical

period” then being altered by the knowledge of what happened during the Bay of Pigs, we get a

picture of a Cuba that has fallen and can’t recover. And this event is as impactful and meaningful

as if it happened during the “critical period” to influence their desire not to return to Cuba.

Thus, from what can be gathered from this in-depth interview of Taniqua and

corroborating evidence from (Grenier 1991), the “critical period” for this person, at least, is very
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much an influence on an individual and age cohort level that affects one’s outlook on society and

life at large. However, major events outside of the usual age range of early adulthood can alter

how one thinks both internally and externally about the events that happened during the “critical

period”. What then is left is that the “critical period” is not a static thing in an age cohort, rather

it can be dynamic with new information and events influencing how the events of the “critical

period” are thought of. However, not every bit of new information can change the thought

pattern behind the “critical period”, it has to be major life-altering events that can influence what

was previously established in the “critical period”.

On Location

The in-person environment survey of gathering ethnographic data proved interesting.

Firstly, there was the issue of finding a location that seemed relevant. Of course, there is bias on

my end for what I may consider as representative of Cuban culture or cubanidad, primarily I

initially had gone out of my way in search of organizations that labeled themselves as

representative of Cuban American culture. On its surface there seemed nothing wrong with this

at first, if people get together while thinking and organizing themselves as a community, then it

would likewise attract like-minded people to their organization there would be little issue talking

to these organizations. As addressed in the methodology section of this thesis, I had attempted to

situate myself in as neutrally and unbiased a place as possible. It was in my attempt to not go out

and find the culture I had thought I would find. The end result was largely an observation of

looking around for anything that appeared of interest to an anthropologist, whatever I might

stumble upon.

Regardless, my fieldwork began just one mile from what is called the “Freedom Tower”

(not to be confused with the tower built in place of the Twin Towers in New York City), which
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serves as an interesting case study, even if I could not directly interact with anyone or anything in

the building as it was under repairs by the time I arrived at the Tower. Originally built in 1925 in

a Mediterranean revival style (which initially I mistook as attempting to emulate

Spanish/Portuguese style colonial architecture) as the headquarters of “The Miami News”

newspaper and publishing company.

The tower later gained attention after the Cuban Revolution as it became a de facto

processing center for incoming Cuban refugees. As a result, it was later fully converted into a

commemoration place to remember the significance of the Freedom Tower and its purpose as a

place many Cuban refugees and exiles came through. This includes it being colloquially called

the Ellis Island of the South, clearly creating a parallel to Ellis Island in New York for its time as

an immigration processing center that has taken on a mythical status in the American

consciousness. Currently, it serves as a museum, memorial, and meeting place for the Cuban

American National Foundation. The tower thus takes on far more of an importance than simply

memorialization; there was a deliberate effort for the Freedom Tower to fully embody a symbol

of the Cuban American mythos. Normally the place would be open to the public and would serve

as an attraction, both to Cuban and non-Cuban visitors alike to experience, essentially, a part of

Cuban American culture or an expression of cubanidad. It is a place more than memorialized, a

symbol of the community would be a more accurate term. One of the more prominent examples

where the Freedom Tower goes beyond simple memorialization and into living memory is the

tower being lit up in red upon the death of Fidel Castro in 2016. An interesting event as it is not a

commemoration of death in the usual sense as one would for an influential person to

commemorate that person’s life, their achievements and legacy normally celebrated. Although

legacy may be what’s described, just not in the usual sense. It would seem that Castro has taken
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on a much larger-than-life characterization in the eyes of the Cuban Americans, Castro’s death in

particular is interesting because the fact of the matter is Castro had stepped down from being the

head of state before his death and upon his death did not suddenly cause a reversal of the Cuban

Revolution, a sudden change of government, or even a change in governance for Cuba. It would

seem that the death was purely symbolic, but a powerful symbol nonetheless. He was seen as the

head figure for Cuba’s “fall”, as evidenced by the interview I conducted and explored earlier in

this essay.

Thus it would seem that Castro then became a common denominator among Cuban exiles

to the United States, one specifically of hate or an “anti-cult hero” of sorts. While not every

family may be as personally affected to the same degree as those who were in the “critical

period” age range during the various migrations of Cubans to the United States, every family

could say they were directly or indirectly affected by the Castro administration. Every family

could have a parent or grandparent by which they could recall stories of Cuba and the Cuban

Revolution. This shared experience could be what creates such a community of people so

separated from each other in a typical suburban city layout that I had experienced when physical

proximity to each other alone could not create such a strong community. Where in the suburbs

there is a reclusive nature due to their construction, single-family homes with fences separating

units with the main method of transportation being a car. This atomizes any strong sense of

community with anyone, physically and nearby but socially with too many barriers to connecting

with people. It is as Hallbwachs (1925) described in “On Collective Memory” the formation of

new collective memories. That shared dislike of Castro can serve as such a rallying point, it is a

new collective memory which is creating on seemingly hateful commemoration or

counter-commemoration of events such as Castro’s death in 2016. Many families can say they
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were directly affected by the Castro administration as that is often considered one of, if not the

main, reason why they have ended up in the United States. Thus events such as the celebration of

Castro’s death on the Freedom Tower can be understood as an expression of this “rallying point”

of shared experiences that create an idea of community in the minds of Cuban Americans in

Miami. A creation of a new collective memory which unites a very spread out and separated

community that can build a sense of togetherness and community across even the reclusive

nature of suburbs which doesn’t normally allow for easy contact of people.

Returning to my time in Miami, when attempting to navigate Miami on foot and

potentially find interviews for this essay I was met with the realization of both the sheer size and

emptiness of the suburbs. While I have lived in the suburbs my whole life, it had never occurred

to me how the sheer scale and difficulty of just finding anyone in them was. This walking, of

course, had a different motivation and destination: there was this place known as the “Cultural

Welcome Center” which I had initially gone to in search of my initial plans to meet up with any

organization willing to help me out in my academic endeavors. When I got there, however, it was

not a cultural center per se, but rather the main hub for a tourist area for Little Havana, the

suburb I was making my way through at the time. Firstly, tourism is an interesting subject as the

main essence of what makes something tourism is the selling of an experience. In this case,

Cuban culture or cubanidad was the experience being on display all around the particular section

of Little Havana I found myself within. Foremost what was being presented as cubanidad was

first being presented to cater to an outsider audience or customers. As such “authenticity” of

cubanidad was the primary concern for the many shops and displays all throughout this part of

Little Havana. Interesting “authenticity” was synonymous with old or traditional, as it can be a

given that Cuban Americans probably don’t act or dress as they did during the time of the Mariel
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Boatlift or any of the more modern mass migrations from Cuba to the United States. Indeed,

what had been presented as authentic to this bit of tourism was an older, more traditional form of

cubanidad, one that is distinctly more visibly Cuban to an audience of outsiders. It is from being

seen from an outsider perspective that authenticity is made, by being within a heterogenous

culture as put forward by Thomas Fillitz (2012). The perception of being an outsider can bring

about a need or desire to recognize the familiar. As being within a heterogenous culture,

questions of what is or is not familiar can arise that normally wouldn’t be in doubt in a more

small scale and nearly homogenous cultural setting.

It is within these areas that “authenticity” becomes a project of preservation. It differs from

nation-states that seek to authenticate their past and traditions as analyzed by Thomas Fillitz and

A. Jamie Saris (2012). Rather, this example of Cuban communities in this essay covers a

subgroup within a nation-state trying to recreate a connection to the past through the preserving

of traditions.

Borrowing from Joseph Cornet’s “African art and authenticity” (1975), there are three

criteria by which cultural objects are considered “authentic”: “First, the object has to meet

general aesthetic values; second it has to be created according to characteristic elements of style

of a specific society, and, third, there has to be an evidence of use,” or as Cornet would later

write in simpler terms “Authentic African art is that art which is produced by a traditional artist

for a traditional purpose and conforms to traditional forms”. Here thinking about Cuban cultural

artifacts rather than African ones, what I saw in this Little Havana follows the first and third

criteria, but the second one is in contention. As there were a mix of Cuban Americans and

tourists, the purpose of all on display in Little Havana had a dual purpose of being an expression
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of cubanidad and tourism. There is both a sense of recreation of the familiar from Cuba and a

creation of Cubaness for the sake of tourism.

However, it is not nearly as one-sided as one might initially think of this idea of tourism

purely from outsiders. From a glance and who I could talk to at the time, this strip of Little

Havana attracted older Cuban folks to the dining areas, so at least partially, there was a sense of

recreation in this tourist area. It didn’t come from purely a need to replicate cubanidad for the

sake of the tourist industry, there was a genuine desire to engage in the older forms of cubanidad.

Thus I am led to the conclusion that this form of tourism is as much a recreation of Cuban

culture for the sake of tourism and as a desire from a nostalgia, remembrance point of view. I

believe that a part of these tourist areas is part of the remembrance part of nostalgia, the

gathering of a significant Cuban audience being proof, to remember what was lost as there is a

genuine desire to engage in the activities once familiar to Cubans living in Cuba and now in the

United States. Thus it may not be as simple that these areas are for tourism. Rather they are a

transformed expression of cubanidad, a new way by which Cuban culture can be passed on

outside of Cuba. By having an area by which cubanidad can be expressed freely and for an

outsider audience, this is perhaps analogous to commemorative ceremonies which put into

greater consciousness a sense of continuity. Borrowing from “How Societies Remember” by

Paul Connerton (1989), the repetition of commemorative ceremonies puts said ceremonies in

continuity with one another. That being the same task repeated exactly the same over many years

via repetition. However, where the tourist areas of Little Havana differ is by having

commemoration not be in repetition but in recreation. Here the claim to continuity is not in a

chain of repetition from years past, but a rebuilt, as close to authentic as possible, space by which
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a claim to the past is made. Instead of ceremony, it is a past recreated for the sake of

commemoration.

These areas, I believe, are there to be the few areas to create a living space where Cuban

culture can be remembered and recreated, as the constrictive and isolating nature of suburbs

doesn’t allow for. It’s a physical space in which cubanidad can be fully expressed.
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Conclusion

Firstly, as addressed in the prefaces section, I was unable to conduct any research in the

Houston region due to outstanding circumstances. This limited my ability to make comparative

ethnographies between the two areas. And as addressed in the history section, the two cities have

a differing history when it comes to Cuban migration into the United States. The question then

lies in what might have been the end result of this divergence of history, with Miami being the

destination for early migrants following the Cuban Revolution whereas Houston being a

destination for Cuban migrants in later decades and with full knowledge that the Cuban

government would stay as is. Might the Houston Cuban community then have less of a

reconstruction of cubanidad, perhaps fewer cultural celebrations for example, than in Miami as

the attitude among the Cubans within Houston be less reconstructive than in Miami?

However, that question is yet to be answered, as my limited ability to make any contact

with the Houston Cuban community and was not able to answer such a question. That question

still remains for potential future research, do two communities from the same or similar

backgrounds recreate and express their backgrounds when given different circumstances?

What I did find was an aberration to the preconceived notions of the “critical period” that

was put forward by Mannheim (1928) and elaborated on by others. Primarily what I found from

the in-depth interview is the “critical period” was far more malleable than initially thought. The

main source of contention was how exactly would someone so heavily affected by an event

seemingly have more of a sway over a person, in this case, who had a far stronger influence on

their outlook on life as it relates to the botched Bay of Pigs than anything earlier in their life that

would be considered within the “critical period” time frame. What I then concluded from that
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interview is that the “critical period” may be influenced by later events in a person’s life and/or

later information that is brought to life.

Going forward, this rethinking of the critical period first needs to be recreated with more

people. Not necessarily other Cuban Americans, but with other groups of people that A.) have

witnessed or learned about something that greatly changes their outlook and B.) this change in

outlook happened well or a bit outside of the typical range of ages 18-30, the typical “critical

period” range (although possibly a few fit this criterion in (Grenier 1991), specifically the

1970-1979 range of arrivals to the US although that is an unknown). This also has implications

further for Mannheim’s theory of generations (1928) as if an individual can have an event or

information change their greater outlook on life, what are the implications of both inter- and

intra- age cohort’s understanding of the life course? Firstly intra-age cohorts, perhaps it's not

solely the fact that intra-age cohorts share similar age ranges and experienced events within a

foundational period in their life. Perhaps it is the shared experiences that more or less are the

shaper for generational attitudes, one that is heavily skewed towards events within the “critical

period”, but these events nonetheless. One way to go about testing this is to interview people of

similar ages and backgrounds, but different experiences of certain events. Although this may be

difficult to study at first glance, the foregoing case study and life history narrative and freedom

tower monument from Miami’s Cuban American community provides an interesting insight into

what I think can be studied. Essentially, from what I discovered in this thesis, would a person

with the same or similar age be of the same attitude as the person I interviewed, but with the

important distinction that this hypothetical other person of similar age was that they remained in

Cuba this whole time whereas the person I interviewed fled from Cuba. What then would be the

difference in attitude towards various subjects such as Cuba or Castro I can only guess, but they
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would probably think differently. This, if explored further in future research with additional

personal life history narratives and more data from tourism in Miami, could reshape Mannheim’s

theory of generations to be more narrow than simply age, location, and events; it would then

have to include the factor of further life experiences. Whether these events embolden, weaken, or

otherwise shape the foundation of the “critical period” is yet to be studied.

Next would be the reexamination of inter-age cohorts and their relations thereof. Of main

concern is if given the fact that the “critical period” foundation can be changed with new

information and/or experiences, what would be the relations between people who experienced

the same event(s) but have different “critical period” foundations, i.e. different age cohorts?

While nowhere close to being explored in this essay, it is in my belief a worthwhile subject to

study going further. The area of study is if given the same event(s) and experienced by people

younger than the “critical period”, people within the “critical period”, and people outside of the

“critical period”, would there be some common throughline that all three age cohorts could relate

and gain some similarity to outlook on life? While maintaining that the age cohort within the

“critical period” would be the strongest affected by the impactful event(s), how this might affect

other age cohorts who experienced it could prove interesting. As seen from the interview,

someone impacted by an event and information outside of the “critical period”, it clearly had a

major effect on this person. So relating to this essay, how might a person who was a child while

they fled Cuba might think of Cuba and Castro? Would it be similar to the person I interviewed

who they are mad for having to flee their home country, or could it be different such as not

having a sense of nostalgia and loss when thinking about the Cuban Revolution? Or perhaps the

answer is that early ages are far less impactful than later ages when molding the “critical period”

foundation, or maybe the answer is vice versa. Answers were possibly brought up with the
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cross-analysis between the interview and (Grenier 1991), but are not fully concrete without

further study into inter-age cohorts.

Finally, there is the issue of remembrance and memory. From what I could observe in

Miami there was an effort to commemorate and memorialize Cuban culture was abundantly clear

from small gatherings to large-scale projects such as the Freedom Tower, but the question

following is what exactly is being remembered? Obviously, Cuban culture was being recreated

within Miami, but what exactly was being remembered and recreated from this community?

Essentially, the Cuban community within Miami and the Cuban community within Havana, are

both distinctly Cuban, but they have two different backgrounds from which they express

cubanidad. One is within the home country of Cuba and the other is within the United States.

The difference then is the community situated in Cuba doesn’t think of itself as Cuban through

an outsider lens, whereas the one in the United States does. In detail, being Cuban within Cuba

there is no constant desire or want to present as Cuban, it simply is the dominant culture. And

outside of tourist areas, there is little presentation of Cuban culture. Cubanidad simply is what it

is in Cuba. Contrasted with the Cuban community in the United States, there is a constant seeing

one’s self through an outsider lens, the primary separation between mainstream and Cuban

culture is the former is primarily anglo and protestant whereas Cuban is Hispanic and catholic.

So there is a sense of wanting to express identity in this foreign country. There is also the matter

of defiance recreation that is perhaps unique to Cuban Americans. The Cuban American project

has been in part a recreation of “authentic” or “true” Cuban culture to contrast the, as implied to

me in the interview, corrupted Cuba of the island under Castro. As such, there is an effort to

emphasize cubanidad in Miami as just as or more true Cuban than on the island. And that might

mean, when comparing Cuban culture to as it exists in Cuba, certain traditions or past times may
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have been kept alive longer or even revived as part of the remembrance project. Likewise, there

may be certain traditions that aren’t as widely practiced or changed in Cuba with the passage of

time as cultures often do. This then is a site of exploration for comparing the two cubanidads,

and what might have been kept and memorialized in the process of commemorating and

memorializing Cuba in the United States.
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